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Long-term Robot Therapy in a Health Service Facility for the Aged
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Abstract— A long-term experiment of robot therapy for
elderly people has been conducted at a health service facility for
the aged since Aug. 2003. Three therapeutic seal robots, Paro,
were introduced there. This paper describes the results of the
experiment for five year. We regularly visited the facility twice
or once a month and observed their interaction with the robots.
Moreover, face scales that consist of illustrations of person's
faces were used to evaluate person's moods. As the results,
feelings of the elderly people were improved by interaction with
the seal robots. The relationship the elderly and the robots still
continued over the five year.

I. INTRODUCTION
Robot therapy which uses robots as a substitute of animals in
animal therapy [1][2] is attracted many robotics researchers
and psychologist. The psychological and social effects of
interacting with robots on the people have been investigated
in several years. Robot therapy is becoming one of the fields
of robotics [3]-[30].
We have proposed robot therapy since 1996 [3]-[17]. We
proposed a mental commit robot that provides mental value
such as joy, happiness, relaxation, etc., to the subject through
physical interaction. We developed a seal-type mental
commit robot, named Paro, especially for robot therapy, and
used it at pediatric hospitals and several facilities for the
elderly, such as day service centers and health service
facilities for the aged [8]-[14]. The results showed that
interaction with Paro improved patients’ and elderly people’s
moods, making them more active and communicative with
each other and their caregivers. Results of urinary tests
revealed that interaction with Paro reduced stress among the
elderly. In addition, the neuropsychological effects of Paro on
patients with dementia were assessed by analyzing their
EEGs [15][16]. The results showed that the activity of the
patients’ cortical neurons improved by interaction with Paro,
especially in the case of those who liked Paro.
With regard to other research groups, Dautenhahn used
mobile robots and Robins used robotic dolls for therapy with
autistic children [19][20]. In addition, other animal-type
robots (such as Furby, AIBO[21], NeCoRo, etc.) have been
released by several companies. Robot therapy using these
robots has also been attempted [22]-[26]. For example,
Yokoyama used AIBO in a pediatric ward and observed the
interaction between AIBO and the children [22]. He pointed
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Fig.1 Paro, the Seal Robot

out that when people met AIBO for the first time, they were
interested in it for a brief period. However, relaxation effects
such as those obtained from petting a real dog were never felt
with AIBO. Kanamori et al. examined the relationship
between interaction with AIBO and loneliness of the elderly
in a nursing home [25]. Tamura et al. also used AIBO for 5
minutes with patients exhibiting dementia and compared its
effects with those of a toy dog [26]. In addition, some
research groups used Paro for therapy of elderly in nursing
homes and Alzheimer disease patient [27][28]. However, the
research on the influences of long-term interaction with robot
is quite few.
In this paper, seal robots, Paro were introduced to mental
care of the elderly people in a health service facility for the
aged since 2003. We discussed the long-term interaction with
robots and the elderly in care facility. Section II describes the
seal robot that was used for robot therapy; section III
describes the experimental methods used; Section IV
describes the results; Section V discusses the current results
of robot therapy and future work; and finally, section VI
offers conclusions.
II. SEAL ROBOT, PARO
Paro, the seal robot, is shown in Fig.1. Its appearance is
designed using a baby harp seal as a model, and its surface is
covered with pure white fur. Ubiquitous surface tactile
sensors are inserted between the hard inner skeleton and the
fur to create a soft, natural feel and to permit the measurement
of human contact with Paro [18]. Paro is equipped with four
primary senses, i.e., sight (light sensor), audition
(determination of sound source direction and speech
recognition), balance, and the above-stated tactile sense. Its
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INSTRU
UCTIONS: Thhe faces above range from veery happy at th
he left to veryy sad at the right. Check the face which beest
shows the way
w you have felt inside now
w.
Figure 2 Face Scale

moving partss are as folloows: vertical and horizontaal neck
movements, front and rear paddlee movements, and
m
of each
e
eyelid, which
w
is imporrtant for
independent movement
creating faciaal expressions. Paro weighs approximately
a
y 2.8 kg.
Its operating time
t
with the installed
i
battery is approxim
mately 1
hour. Howeveer, Paro can continue to opeerate by employing a
charger, whicch resembles a pacifier.
Paro operattes by using thhe 3 elementss of its internaal states,
sensory inforrmation from its sensors and its own diurnal
rhythm (mornning, daytimee, and night) to carry out various
activities duriing its interacttion with peopple. In additioon, Paro
has the functiion of reinforccement learninng. It places positive
p
value on prefe
ferred stimulattion such as sttroking. It alsoo places
negative value on undesiredd stimulation such as beatinng. Paro
ween stimulatiion and
assigns valuees to the relattionship betw
behavior. Thee users are preevented from changing
c
its behavior
program mannually; howeveer, Paro can be
b gradually tuuned to
the preferred behavior of its owner. Inn addition, Paaro can
fr
articculated word as its new nam
me. The
memorize a frequently
users can givve Paro their preferred name
n
during natural
interaction.
BOT THERAPY FOR
F
ELDERLY IN THE FACILIITY
III. ROB

We introduuced Paro to a health servicee facility for thhe aged,
(in Tsukuba City,
C
Japan) inn order to inveestigate its lonng term
effects on thee elderly. The facility proviides services such as
institutional stays,
s
daily care,
c
and rehaabilitation to elderly
people whose condition of
o a disease are stable, and
a
not
needing hospitalization. Peeople who staay there receivve daily
w to live indeppendently.
care and instrruction in how
Before starrting the expeeriment, we exxplained the purpose
p
and procedurre to the peoople, receive their consennt. The
experiment was
w conductedd under the ethical
e
comm
mittee in
AIST.
Symptoms varied or weere unclear, so we questionned the
S
nursing staff to determinee who would participate. Subjects
w
aged from
f
77
finally numbeered 14. All off them were women,
to 98. 13 subbjects presentted dementia,, in which caase, the
nursing staff judged the dementia
d
leveel of each subbject in
HDS-R).
terms of the revised Haseegawa’s demeentia scale (H
Their dementtia levels were as followss: normal: 1 person,
mild: 4 peopple, moderate: 5 people, annd slightly seevere: 3
people.
A Method of interaction
A.
Two seal robots
r
were given
g
to the elderly
e
peoplee at the

faccility on two days per weeek. We preparred a desk foor the
rob
bots in the cennter of the table, and peoplee were arrangeed up
aro
ound it. They interacted freeely with the ro
obots for abouut one
ho
our at a time. The
T every interraction activitty was manageed by
on
ne or two careegivers. Sincee not all subjeects could intteract
wiith the robots at the same tiime, we had th
hem take turnns for
eq
qual periods off time.
B. Methods of Evaluation
E
In order to innvestigate the influence on the
t elderly peeople,
wee visited the facility at oonce or twice per monthh and
ob
bserved their interaction and corrected
d the caregiivers’
comments. In addition,
a
questionnaire forr investigate their
oods, face scaale, was used ((Fig.2).
mo
The original Face Scale coontains 20 draawings of a single
s
facce, arranged in serial order by rowss, with each face
depicting a slighhtly different m
mood state [31]. A graphic artist
d be portrayeed as
waas consulted so that the faces would
genderless and multi-ethnic. Subtle chan
nges in the eyes,
yebrows, and mouth
m
were ussed to represen
nt slightly diffferent
ey
lev
vels of moodd. They are arrranged in deecreasing order of
mo
ood and numbbered from 1 to 20, with 1 representingg the
mo
ost positive mood
m
and 20 representing the most neggative
mo
ood. Howeverr, sometimes tthe subjects arre confused by the
oriiginal face sccale because it contains too many sim
milar
im
mages. Thus, thhe scale was siimplified by using
u
seven im
mages
#1, 4, 7, 10, 133, 16, and 199 from the orriginal set. As the
g instructions were
examiner pointeed at the faces,, the following
giv
ven to each subject:
s
“Thee faces abovee range from very
haappy at the leftt to very sad att the right. Ch
heck the face which
w
best shows the way
w you have felt inside no
ow.”
IV
V. RESULTS O
OF ROBOT THER
RAPY
The elderly interacted
i
witth Paro willin
ngly from thee first
daay, speaking too it, stroking aand hugging itt. Sometimes, they
kisssed it with sm
mile. Paro beccame common
n topics amonng the
eld
derly people and caregiivers. They talked abouut its
appearance, kindds of animals, moods, and so on. For exam
mple,
T elderly peeople
“itts eyes so bigg,” “it looks ssleepy,” etc. The
cam
me to like the Paro very muuch and gave th
hem new nam
mes of
“M
Maru” and “M
Maro.” 3 montths after the in
nitial introducction,
wee added one more
m
Paro to tthe facility beecause many other
eld
derly people had
h voluntarilyy joined in thee activity. Thee new
Paaro was giveen the name “Hana-chan”” by the eldderly.
Mo
oreover, the Paro
P
have beenn widely accep
pted by caregiivers,
maaking a home for Paro in thhe facility.
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One year later, commercialized version of Paro was
released. Its functions were same with previous version. So,
we replaced one of Paro (“Maro”) to new one. The Paro was
quickly accepted by them and given the name “Choco-chan”
on the day when it was introduced there. Because of the
long-term experiment, most subjects left the facility now.
However, around 5 to 10 elderly people (including volunteer)
still enjoy interacting with Paro.
Caregivers commented that interaction with Paro made the
people laugh and become more active. Their facial expression
changed, softened, and brightened. On the day of activity,
they looked forward to Paro, sitting down in their seats before
starting interaction. Some people who usually stayed in their
room came out and willingly joined the activity. In addition,
Paro encouraged the people to communicate, both with each
other and caregivers, by becoming their common topic of
conversation. Thus, the general atmosphere became brighter.
A caregiver said “I can’t imagine the facility without Paro.
Paro is necessary existence in this facility.”

she was very glad when Hana-chan recovered in the next
month. She said to Hana, “Hello, I haven’t seen you for a long
time. Choco-chan is also glad because Hana-chan is back.”
Many subjects and her friends left the facility until 2006.
She still enjoyed playing with Paro (Fig.4). But, sometimes,
she missed the people. She commented “I would like to show
Paro to the friend…”
The early next year, her health condition got bad. Therefore,
she was moved to the other room. She was discouraged and
decreased her strength. However, she joined the activity to
play with Paro even if her condition was bad. After
interacting with Paro, she commented “My feeling became
better after playing with Paro.” In the May, she experienced
mysterious event that the Paro in the picture moved.
According to her, Paro licked her face and then it slept in her
arm in the picture. She was very surprised but felt it was very
cute.

A. Case study
Subject-A, aged 89, slightly degree of HDS-R, was
sociable and comparatively independent. On the first day of
the interaction with Paro, she looked a little nervous of the
experiment. However, she liked Paro soon. She treated Paro
like her child or grandchild. Especially, she loved
“Hana-chan” very much because it has big eyes.
Unfortunately, she was hospitalized during Dec. 10 to 26,
2003. When she met Paro for the first time after her
recovering, she said to Paro "I was lonely, Paro. I wanted to
see you again." Then, she requested the picture of Paro with
her. The existence of Paro in her seemed to became bigger.
In the next year, Paros were given collars with each name
tag, because she requested them to caregivers. November in
the year, new Paro, Choco-chan joined the facility. She
commented “this is beautiful like Hana-chan,” then, loved it.
But, she missed Maro when she heard it left the facility.
In the February, 2005, Hana-chan was “hospitalized”
because it lost its call suddenly. She missed it very much, and
asked us when it would recover whenever we visited there. So,

Figure 3. Subject-A playing with Hana-chan (Dec. 2004)

Figure 4. Subject-A lifting Choco-chan up and down (Jun. 2006)

Figure 5 Result of Face Scale Score of Subject-A for 5 years
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To the present, she has continued to join the activity and
willingly interacted with Paro.
Figure 5 shows the results of the face scale. Her face scale
scores after interaction were almost always lower than before
interaction.

[9]

V. DISCUSSIONS

[12]

The interaction with Paro in the facility has continued over
the five years. Of course, the strong relationship between Paro
and the elderly was one of the reasons. But, being recognized
by caregivers was also important. They felt Paro was
necessary existence in the facility. They prepared collars,
made Paro’s home and turned to manage interaction with
Paro. Now, Paro became a part of the facility.
From the result of case study, the effects of Paro emerged
during the period. Especially, after her health condition got
worse, she often refused to attend rehabilitation and other
activities in the facility. The interaction with Paro was only
activity she attended to. She loved Paro very much. This
result showed that people could make relationship with robots
over the years. (Subject-A had symptom of mild dementia,
but recognized Paro was robot because she could turn it on.)
VI. CONCLUSION

[10]
[11]

[13]
[14]

[15]
[16]

[17]
[18]
[19]

We have used seal robots, Paro at a health service facility
for the aged since August 2003. The results showed that
interaction with Paro improved elderly people’s moods, and
then the effects showed up over five years.
This experiment is still going. We will report more
long-term influences on elderly in the future. Moreover, we
plan further experiments and research on different conditions
and situations and the relationship between function of a
mental commit robot and its effects in the elderly.

[20]

[21]
[22]
[23]
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